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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

 This is a case of State-implemented misappropriation of an investor‟s business – which 1.

the State itself had lured the investor to develop in its territory. Vemma Holdings Inc. 

(„Vemma‟) was lured to acquire from Mekar a grossly mismanaged Caeli Airways 

(„Caeli‟), which then blossomed under Vemma‟s stewardship. Seeking to reacquire Caeli 

at a bargain price, Respondent enacted arbitrary and discriminatory measures which 

destroyed almost two thirds of Caeli‟s US$1.1 billion value, eventually paying US$400 

million for Caeli.  

 Respondent is also asking the Tribunal to excuse it from these proceedings by arguing that 2.

Vemma in indistinguishable from Bonooru and, therefore, that this is a state-to-state 

arbitration for which this Tribunal lacks jurisdiction. Finally, Respondent supports the 

admission of an amicus curiae which does not meet the broadly accepted criteria for the 

admission of amici appearances. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 Vemma is an airline holding company incorporated in the Commonwealth of Bonooru 3.

(“Bonooru”).
1

After the privatisation in 1984 of Bonooru‟s former national carrier, 

Bonooru Air, Vemma became the successor of its parent company, BA Holdings. From 

that date, Vemma owns and operates Royal Narnian –Bonooru‟s current successful flag 

carrier.
2
 At all relevant times, Bonooru retained a minority shareholding in Vemma, which 

never exceeded 38%.
3
 

 The Respondent is the Federal Republic of Mekar.  4.

 On 24 August 1994, Bonooru and Respondent signed the 1994 Bonooru-Mekar BIT.
4
  5.

 In 2003, while the Labourer‟s Party of Mekar (“LPM”) was in power,
5
 the Mekari 6.

national carrier, Caeli, merged with Aer Caeli.
6
 The merger was a failure as it resulted in 

ballooning debt, loss in market share, and projected decrease in future profits for the 

consolidated entity.
7
  

 Starting in 2004, the Mekari government continuously assisted Caeli financially in the 7.

form of bond issues facilitated by the government, soft loans, exemptions from navigation 

and landing fees, privilege in supply of fuel, among others.
8
 Later, Respondent also 

expanded debt forgiveness, tax and fees deferrals, and fuel subsidies.
9
 These required 

Respondent‟s inefficient spending over five years, did not stop the drain or resources 

Caeli.
10

  

 This inefficient government spending became contentious in the subsequent 2008 8.

elections,
11

 which dented the then government‟s parliamentary majority.
12

 Shortly after, 
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3
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under the influence of a new political party, the Common Man‟s Party (“CMP”),
13

 

Respondent enacted the Emergency Recovery Act 2009, authorising large-scale 

privatization of SOEs.
14

  

 Respondent‟s Ministry of Finance then released a policy paper designating Caeli as 9.

appropriate for privatization.
15

 

 In 2009, Respondent also amended its Monopoly and Restrictive Practice Act („MRTP 10.

Act‟) ostensibly to inspire investor confidence and creating the Competition Commission 

of Mekar (“CCM”), a supposedly autonomous body independent of government 

influence.
16

 In early 2010, Bonooru and Respondent started to negotiate a comprehensive 

trade agreement aiming to increase foreign investments.
17

 

 The privatisation of Caeli took priority in the new cabinet‟s agenda
18

 and a decree to this 11.

effect was enacted in January 2010.
19

 Mekar‟s first two attempts at restructuring had 

failed.
20

In September 2010, Respondent launched a third attempt through Mekar 

Airservices, an SOE to which Caeli‟s assets and part of its debt liability were 

transferred.
21

 

 Respondent charged Mekar Airservices with marketing Caeli‟s core assets to potential 12.

bidders – its brand and logo, valuable slots at two highly congested international airports, 

its profitable ground handling company CA Handling, and well-equipped technical base at 

Phenac, Mekar‟s capital.
22

 Bidders could, but were not obligated to Caeli‟s aircraft and 

equipment as well as take on existing employees.
23
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 On 23 November 2010, Vemma bid for the purchase of Caeli.
24

 Respondent selected 13.

Vemma as the highest bidder at US$800 million.
25

 The bid contemplated making Caeli a 

member of the Moon Alliance, a prestigious worldwide airline alliance, and refinancing 

Caeli‟s debt, which, in 2011, exceeded US$800 million.
26

 On 5 January 2011, Respondent 

accepted Vemma‟s bid, with strong support from the Chairperson of Respondent‟s 

Committee of Reform of Public Utilities, who stressed that Vemma's ties to Bonooru were 

an asset and that he hoped Vemma‟s imminent success would encourage more investors 

from Bonooru to consider Mekar as an investment destination.
27

  

 On 5 March 2011, the CCM approved Vemma‟s acquisition of an 85% stake in Caeli and 14.

the airline‟s participation in the Moon Alliance.
28

Vemma and Mekar Airservices 

simultaneously entered into an SPA and a Shareholder‟s Agreement on 29 March 2011, 

which included reciprocal rights of first refusal commonplace in such agreements.
29

 As 

part of the transaction, Vemma acquired access to Caeli‟s discounts on airport services 

and landing and navigation fees at Phenac International Airport and twelve A340 

aircrafts.
30

 

 Between 2011 and 2013, Caeli‟s revenues greatly surpassed its operational costs. Central 15.

to Caeli‟s stability was the geographic positioning of Phenac International Airport that 

allowed Caeli to capture global connecting traffic flows. The aircrafts that Caeli added to 

its fleet in 2011 were optimal for this mid-haul journey. The resulting equipment and fuel 

efficiency allowed it to do much better than its competitors.
31

  

 In April 2014, after long negotiations, Bonooru and Respondent signed the CEPTA, which 16.

entered into force on 15 October 2014.
32

 Simultaneously, both States terminated the 1994 

Bonooru-Mekar BIT.
33
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 After three years under Vemma‟s management, Caeli carried approximately 35% of 17.

Respondent‟s domestic passenger traffic, which meant a growth of at least 15% compared 

to Caeli‟s predecessor.
34

 By June 2016, Vemma had turned Caeli into the only 

consistently profitable carrier on over half the routes to and from Phenac.
35

  

 In July 2016, when Caeli‟s success was obvious, the CCM released a White Paper where 18.

it expanded the scope of the MRTP Act surprisingly to include agreements between an 

SOE and Vemma as market-disruptive. Although until as recently as 2015, the CCM had 

established that “[w]here foreign subsidies (…) directly support the operation of a 

company in the Mekari market, there appears to be a regulatory gap”
36

, in September 

2016, the CCM launched its suo moto First Investigation against Caeli
37

 declaring the 

Horizon 2020 subsidies – which Bonooru offered tourism investors in Bonooru – as a 

possible reason for alleged predatory pricing strategies.
38

 In the context of these 

investigations, the CCM‟s Vice-President explained that Vemma‟s combined shareholding 

in Caeli and Royal Narnian‟s amounted to a composite market share that exceeded 54%, 

despite Caeli only enjoying a 43% market share in Mekar.
39

 The CCM justified this 

decision based on alleged evidence of preferential secondary slot-trading between Royal 

Narnian and Caeli a predictable practice which the CCM implicitly authorized when it 

approved Caeli joining the Moon Alliance. To date, the CCM has not investigated any 

other airline alliance members active in Mekar.
40

  

 This investigation led the CCM to issue an “interim” measure, by which it placed caps on 19.

Caeli‟s airfare, supposedly to “cure” some defect in competition conveniently „unearthed‟ 

by the CCM.
41

  

 In November 2016, Vemma‟s value reached U$1.1 billion, according to a report released 20.

by Aviation Analytics.
42

 

                                                 
34
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 In December 2016, the CCM started its Second Investigation into Caeli, grounded on a 21.

predictable complaint by a consortium of small regional airlines in Greater Narnia, led by 

one of their members located in Mekar.
43

  

 The Mekari currency MON (in which airfares were typically sold) suffered a growing 22.

devaluation commencing in 2016 and by March 2017 the devaluation had accelerated.
44

  

 By July 2017, international airlines, Caeli among them, started to submit to the Mekari 23.

authorities requests for permission to denominate airfares in US Dollars instead of in 

MON.
45

 The authorities approved the change in October 2017.
46

  

 In December 2017, Respondent‟s government re-nationalized multiple enterprises in the 24.

tourism sector, blaming the ongoing currency crisis on the earlier privatisation program.
47

 

On 30 January 2018, barely three months after it had approved airfare sales in US Dollars, 

Respondent‟s government reversed its position, ordering all companies operating in the 

country to offer good and services, including airfares, denominated exclusively in 

(devalued) MON.
48

  

 Caeli requested the CCM to remove the supposedly “interim” airfare caps put in place in 25.

September 2016 in the face of a continuing devaluation of the MON.
49

 The CCM 

mandatory caps were ostensibly adjusted by yearly published inflation rates, as calculated 

by Mekar‟s Central Bank, which were widely regarded as lagging the true nominal 

increase in prices.
50

 Yet the CCM denied Caeli‟s request to lift the price caps.
51

  

 Caeli repeatedly requested the Central Bank to revise its calculated inflation rates, 26.

unsurprisingly to no avail.
52

 It then sought judicial review before the Mekari Courts of 

these untenable calculations, and its claim was registered on 27 March 2018
53

, and a 
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hearing thereon was finally scheduled more than one year later,
54

 because of a “to a high 

volume of cases stemming from the economic crisis”.
55

 Caeli urged for an immediate 

hearing to secure a stay on airfare caps, stressing the dire financial situation it faced, 

which it could not have foreseen when the airfare caps were implemented. The Court 

Registrar rejected the request.
56

 

 In August 2018, the CCM concluded its First Investigation and punished Caeli with a 27.

MON150 million fine, while also keeping the corrosive caps in place.
57

 Caeli was even 

denied meetings with the CCM to discuss delaying the imposition of the fines.
58

  

 On 25 September 2018, Respondent‟s President issued Executive Order 9-2018 granting 28.

subsidies to airlines.
59

 Caeli sent its application for subsidies, which was rejected without 

reason, while the applications of other foreign airlines were routinely accepted despite 

subsidies from their home states greater than Vemma received under the Horizon 2020 

programme.
60

 The only other airline that was denied subsidies was Larry Air, a wholly 

foreign government-owned company.
61

  

 On 1 January 2019, the CCM fined Caeli US$200 million on its Second Investigation
62

, 29.

keeping the price caps in place once again.
63

 On 20 January 2019, Caeli appealed CCM‟s 

orders before Mekari Courts.
64

 The court scheduled an initial hearing for May 2020, 

sixteen months later.
65
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 Between 2017 and 2019, Caeli‟s losses mounted,
66

 its airfares capped and the CCM fines 30.

eating into its finances. Caeli‟s attempts to meet with Mekari officials to seek a reversal of 

the predicament into which it had been cornered were all rebuffed.
67

 

 On 15 June 2019, Mekar‟s High Court Justice rejected the challenge against the 31.

supposedly “temporary” airfare caps and dismissed Caeli‟s challenge of the caps on the 

merits after a mere prima facie consideration, noting (without further explanation) that 

Caeli was “likely” to recover quickly after the economic crisis – “no harm, no foul,” 

apparently.
68

 It also refused to consider the case “to save the precious resources of our 

courts, and to avoid the parties waiting in anticipation”.
69

 Caeli had not further appeal.
70

 

 The CCM lifted the airfare caps in October 2019, when it concluded that Caeli and Royal 32.

Narnian‟s composite market share had dropped below 40%, and Caeli‟s operations were 

generating deep losses in most routes
 
and its economic and financial situation completely 

in ruins, as well as its value.
71

  

 In November 2019, Vemma announced its intention to sell its 85% stake in Caeli and 33.

secured an offer from Hawthorne Group LLP.
72

 Vemma notified Mekar Airservices of the 

offer to allow it to exercise rights of first refusal. Mekar Airservices did not regard 

Hawthorne Group as a bona fide third-party purchaser and simply refused to match its 

offer.
73

  

 Indeed, Mekar Airservices filed a request for arbitration against Vemma on 11 February 34.

2020 seeking an award declaring Hawthorne Group not to be a bona fide purchaser, thus 

frustrating the sale.
74

 The sole arbitrator issued a fast-track award in favour of Mekar 
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Airservices on 9 May 2020 (the “Award”).
75

 Mekar Airservices then sought recognition 

and enforcement of that Award before the High Commercial Court of Mekar.
76

  

 The legal reasoning underlying the Award was later heavily criticized.
77

 Moreover, the 35.

CILS, a Mekari non-profit organization, released a report that included recordings of a 

conversation showing a senior official from Mekar Airservices bribing the sole arbitrator 

with the aim of rendering a favourable decision.
78

  

 Vemma sought to set aside the Award before a court in Sinnoh, the seat of arbitration.
79

 36.

On 1 August 2020, the Supreme Arbitrazh Court of Sinnograd set aside the Award, on 

grounds of the public policy of Sinnoh against bribery.
80

 

 Note that the World Justice Project's Rule of Law Index ranked Sinnoh among the top 10 37.

countries emphasizing that Sinnoh's courts are virtually free of discrimination, corruption 

and improper influence by public officials.
81

 

 On 23 August 2020, after the Sinnoh court had had set the Award aside, the Mekar High 38.

Commercial Court nonetheless enforced the Award.
82

 Vemma appealed that enforcement 

to the Superior Court of Mekar on the well-justified grounds that the Award had been set 

aside, but its appeal was swiftly rejected on 25 September 2020.
83

  

 On 8 October 2020, Vemma was thus compelled to sell its 85% stake in Caeli to Mekar 39.

Airservices for US$400 million, half of what Vemma had paid for Caeli originally.
84

 

Thereupon, Mekar Airservices became Caeli‟s sole owner, having retained the 15% stake 

it did not sell to Vemma in 2011. 

 Vemma filed its notice of arbitration in these proceedings on 15 November 2020.
85

  40.
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 After Mekar Airservices became the sole owner of Caeli (i.e., after Vemma‟s forced 41.

departure from Caeli ownership) the CCM authorized an exception to the MRTP Act‟s 

limitation of state aid and pardoned all Caeli‟s fines imposed when under Vemma‟s 

control.
86

 Caeli was also granted tax advantages for the following years.
87

 

 On the 19 April 2021, the Consortium of Bonoori Foreign Investors filed an application to 42.

appear as amicus curiae in this proceeding.
88

  The Consortium is a non-profit industry 

association whose objective is market development, growth of the economy, and the 

protection of investments and investor rights.
89

 

 On the 28 May, 2021 External Advisors likewise applied to appear as an amicus curiae.
90

 43.

External Advisors describe themselves as members of Mekari civil society with focus on 

investment banking, having acted as advisors to the government Committee in charge of 

the privatization process of Caeli. They intend to submit evidence of an alleged bribery 

paid or offered by Vemma which would, they say, affect the Tribunal‟s jurisdiction.
91

 In 

effect, they speak in support of Respondent generally, and in particular in support of the 

position that there is no jurisdiction in this matter.  

 On 1 July 2021, this Tribunal granted the disputing Parties the right to address the 44.

admissibility of the amicus submissions.  

 On 15 June 2021, the Vemma applied to bar the amicus submission of the External 45.

Advisors and permit the admission of the application by the CBFI.  

 On 18 June 2021, Respondent filed an application asking the Tribunal to apply the 46.

Transparency Rules to these proceedings pursuant Art. 9(20)(6) of the CEPTA, to bar the 

amicus submission by the CBFI, and admit the submission by External Advisors. 
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PART I: JURISDICTION 

I. THIS TRIBUNAL HAS JURISDICTION TO HEAR THE PRESENT DISPUTE 

 Vemma relies on Arts.9(17) and 9(16) of the CEPTA providing for arbitration under 47.

ICSID-AF Rules for the settlement of disputes arising from investments by a national of 

one contracting party in the territory of the other.
92

 Respondent intends to respond that 

Vemma is not a “national of a contracting party” but a State itself, and therefore that this 

is a State-to-State arbitration for which jurisdiction is lacking under those rules. 

Respondent is wrong. 

 All jurisdictional requirements in Art.9 of the CEPTA are met here; and this is not a state-48.

to-state arbitration. Vemma is incorporated in Bonooru, one of the contracting Parties,
93

 

and complies with Art.9(1)(b) as it owned a controlling block of shares in the Mekari 

national carrier plainly located “in the territory” of Mekar, the “other” contracting Party.
94

 

The record is uncontested in those respects. No more should be required to show the 

existence of jurisdiction.  

 However, ex abundante cautela we demonstrate below that Vemma is an investor 49.

pursuant Art.9(1)(a) of the CEPTA (A); and qualifies as a “national of another State” 

under Art. 2 of the ICSID-AF Rules (B). Consequently, Respondent‟s potential objections 

to jurisdiction have no merit.  

 Vemma is an investor pursuant Art.9(1)(a) of the CEPTA A.

 Vemma is a protected investor under Art.9(1)(a) of the CEPTA as it is incorporated in 50.

Bonooru with substantial business activities there.  

 In relevant respects, this Article defines “investor” as follows: 51.

“(…) an enterprise with the nationality of a Party or seated in the 

territory of a Party that seeks to make, is making or has made an 

investment in the territory of the other Party; 

For the purposes of this definition, an enterprise of a Party is: 

                                                 
92
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(a) an enterprise that is constituted or organised under the laws of that 

Party and has substantial business activities in the territory of that 

Party; or 

(b) an enterprise that is constituted or organised under the laws of that 

Party and is directly or indirectly owned or controlled (…) by an 

enterprise mentioned under paragraph (a);(…)”
95

 

 The requirements of Art.9(1)(a) or (b) are alternatives, as shown by the conjunction 52.

“or”.
96

 Art.9(1) simply seeks to exclude conferring nationality “of convenience” on a 

Bonooru-incorporated company with no real connection to Bonooru (except if controlled 

by a genuinely Bonooru-connected enterprise under Art.9(1)(b)). Nothing in Art.9(1) even 

speaks to the unsupported hypotheses implicit in Respondent‟s objection – namely, that 

Vemma transmuted into the Bonooru State itself due to its state shareholding participation 

and its engagement in “governmental” activities at the behest of the Bonooru‟s 

government, and therefore that this is a state-to-state arbitration for which jurisdiction is 

lacking.
97

  

 The critical date that the Tribunal should consider in assessing whether Vemma is an 53.

investor is the date of the request of arbitration.
98

 Events that take place after said date do 

not affect jurisdiction.
99

 Said request was submitted on 15 November 2020.
100

 

 The Tribunal should reject Respondent‟s objections to jurisdiction given that Bonooru‟s 54.

shareholding in Vemma is irrelevant for qualifying as a protected investor under the 

CEPTA (i); and Vemma has substantial business activities in Bonooru (ii). 

 i. Bonooru’s shareholding in Vemma is irrelevant for qualifying as a protected 

investor under the CEPTA 

 Bonooru‟s 31% to 38% shareholding does not preclude Vemma from qualifying as an 55.

investor under Art.9(1)(a) of the CEPTA.
101

 The question of which shareholder or 
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shareholders own or control Vemma is irrelevant. Respondent bases its jurisdictional 

objection in requirements not founded in the wording of the CEPTA. 

 The Tribunal must interpret Art.9 of CEPTA pursuant to Arts.31 and 32 of the VCLT and 56.

read the “ordinary meaning” of the terms “in their context and in the light of its object and 

purpose”.
102

  

 Those contracting Parties consented to a specific wording that, in its plain and ordinary 57.

meaning, does not distinguish between enterprises with or without State participation for 

purposes of qualifying as an investor. The omission of such distinction must be considered 

as a deliberate choice of the Contracting Parties. Several tribunals have consistently 

upheld that it is not up to them to impose additional jurisdictional requirements that the 

instruments containing the contracting parties‟ consent do not require.
103

 Thus, the 

Tribunal cannot impose a definition of investor different that the one that the parties 

agreed,
104

 as expressed in Tokios v. Ukraine, “it is not for Tribunals to impose limits in the 

scope of BITs not found in the text”.
105

  

 Tribunals are not entitled to create novel jurisdictional requirements or add requisites to 58.

which the parties to CEPTA did not agree,
106

 much less to narrow jurisdiction where no 

facts or legal argument support such constriction.  

 Shedding more light on the “context” and on the “object and purpose” of the CEPTA, 59.

Art.1(3) provides that one of its objectives is to “increase substantially investment 

opportunities in the territory of the parties”.
107

 It also provides that the parties shall 

interpret the CEPTA in light of its objectives.
108

 No plausible CEPTA objective would be 

fostered by accepting Respondent‟s opposition to jurisdiction on the basis of that 

Bonooru‟s stake in Vemma would preclude it from qualifying as an investor. 

                                                 
102
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 Respondent may also argue that Art.9(1) of the CEPTA, unlike Art.1 of the 1994 60.

Bonooru-Mekar BIT, does not expressly mention SOEs as investors, thus it must be 

interpreted as excluding SOEs from its protection.  

 This interpretation is against the “object and purpose” of the CEPTA and would mean 61.

decreasing investment opportunities in the territory of the parties and turning the CEPTA 

in a more restrictive treaty than the 1994 Bonooru-Mekar BIT. 

 In short, the jurisdictional reach recognized under the text of Art.9(1)(a) of the CEPTA 62.

and the CEPTA‟s very purpose should not be narrowed because of a possible State 

participation, especially where they are substantial business activities in Vemma‟s home 

State.  

 ii. Vemma has substantial business activities in Bonooru 

 The only requirement imposed by the CEPTA is for enterprises to have substantial 63.

business activities in its home State.
109

  

 As the record shows, Vemma‟s activities consisted of operating Royal Narnian, a global 64.

leading airline that provides air-services within and outside Bonooru. It has a registered 

office in Bonooru and an active Board of Directors.
110

 Additionally, Vemma does not only 

hold shares in Royal Narnian -as any regular holding company- but also operates it.
111

 In 

fact, under Vemma‟s operation, Royal Narnian became a leading global airline with a load 

factor close to 85.6% in 2019
112

 -above the average load factor percentage, which was 

82.4% in that year.
 113

 These activities clearly exceed the threshold required to holding 

companies to be regarded as substantial business activities.
 114

  

 Respondent may argue that Vemma‟s activities were not business activities, invoking its 65.

operation of flights to remote islands in furtherance of Art. 70 of the Constitution. 

Following Respondent‟s argument, almost every activity, such as food production, 
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clothing production, communications services, will not be protected. Surely all these 

satisfy “rights” at least as paramount to Bonoori people as the right to “mobility”. 

 Vemma‟s activities were clearly commercial.
115

 Its operations do not differ in any point of 66.

view to any other flag carrier in the world. In fact, Vemma charged its services as any 

other airline company.
116

  

 It is common in the airline industry for governments to adopt public policies to promote 67.

access to remote areas and guarantee access.
117

 Indeed, several governments from the 

European Union, the United States or India have adopted a variety of measures to promote 

routes to remote areas.
118

 None of these airlines can be said to have become 

indistinguishable from the governments that promote public policies through them.  

 Certainly, private airlines have carried the bulk of Covid-19 vaccines all over the United 68.

States and worldwide to assist in the most urgent of public efforts – to eradicate the 

Covid-19 pandemic.
119

 No such airline has been held to be indistinguishable from the 

government purchasing or distributing the Covid-19 vaccine. In the United States, private 

airlines carry the mail for the United States Post Office and have done so from the dawn 

of commercial aviation in the United States.
120

 This confuses nobody to believe that these 

private airlines “are” the government of the United States.  

 Supporting this reasoning, the tribunal in Tatneft v. Ukraine, referring to CSOB v 69.

Slovakia, held “not even the pursuit of public policies can always be equated with the loss 

of the commercial nature of the specific activity undertaken (…)”,
121

 be it oil processing 

as in that case or airline services as in this one.  

  Venezuela US v. Venezuela held that the fact that Venezuela‟s Constitution reserves to the 70.

State the right to carry out activities related to the oil industry is insufficient to conclude 

that the companies carrying these activities are State organs.
122
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 This is true here as well. Even if Art.70 of the Bonoori Constitution imposes positive 71.

obligations upon the State to ensure provision of transportation to the population living in 

remote islands, that does not mean that an enterprise that provides services in those routes 

is, for that reason alone, engaged in a governmental function. 

 To follow Respondent‟s argument would turn Vemma‟s activities, and those of any other 72.

airline, into governmental activities, which would be absurd.  

 In conclusion, regardless of any State shareholding participation Bonooru has in Vemma, 73.

it qualifies as a protected investor since it is an enterprise with substantial business 

activities in Bonooru pursuant Art.9(1)(a) of the CEPTA.  

 Vemma qualifies as a “national of another State” pursuant to Art. 2 of the ICSID-B.

AF Rules  

 Vemma initiated these proceeding under the ICSID-AF Rules as per Arts.9(16) and 9(17) 74.

of the CEPTA, which provide for ICSID-AF proceedings for the settlement of disputes.
123

 

Art.2 of the ICSID-AF Rules authorizes disputes between a “State and a national of 

another State”.
124

 Art.1(6) of the ICSID-AF Rules defines “national of another State” as a 

person who is not a national of the State party to the proceedings.
125

  

 Under ICSID-AF Rules‟ definition of “national of another State”, Vemma is an airline 75.

holding company with Bonooru‟s nationality, and therefore not a national of the State 

party to the proceeding, Mekar. 

 More importantly, it suggests that it is not enough complying with the requirements of the 76.

CEPTA to establish the Tribunal‟s jurisdiction. Vemma would have to comply also with a 

“two-fold test” under the ICSID-AF Rules as if this were an ICSID proceedings. This is 

contrary to the consent of the parties as reflected in the CEPTA to submit their disputes to 

an arbitration under the ICSID-AF Rules.
126

 Likewise, this is contrary to the ICSID-AF 

                                                 
123
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124
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Rules itself as its Art. 3 provides that none of the provisions of the ICSID Convention or 

award rendered therein are applicable.
127

  

 Moreover, it would be unreasonable to conclude that the contracting parties contemplated 77.

a definition of “investor” which would effectively exclude recourse to the ICSID-AF 

Rules and therefore render meaningless the provision granting the investor a settlement 

dispute mechanism. 

 In any event, we note that whether an enterprise constitutes a State agency or if it 78.

discharges commercial or governmental activities, we look to a structural and functional 

test (known as the Broches test)
128

 that evaluates, based on the structure and nature of the 

activities provided by an enterprise, whether it is an “agent of the government or is 

discharging an essentially governmental function”.
129

 

 This test has been applied outside the scope of the ICSID convention despite its ICSID-79.

related origins.
130

 In fact, it is rooted in customary international law, as reflected in Art.5 

and 8 of the ILC Arts. As explained in Beijing Construction, “[t]he Broches factors are 

the mirror image of the rules in Articles 5 and 8 of the ILC‟s Articles on State 

Responsibility”.
131

 Nothing in this record supports a finding that Vemma became the State 

of Bonooru under either of these tests.  

 On the structural front, tribunals pondered the State‟s shareholding in the enterprise; the 80.

procedure of incorporation; the number of government representatives in the Board of 

Directors, and whether they had veto rights in the shareholder‟s meetings or 

administration privileges.
132

 Cases that have applied this test generally involved situations 

where government shareholding was above 51%.
133

  

 Nothing in the record supports even the application of the structural test, much less a 81.

ruling in Mekar‟s favour on this score. Bonooru held at most 38% of Vemma at the date 
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of the Request.
134

 None of these shares had preferential rights of any type. Vemma‟s 

articles of incorporation require 50% of voting shares for quorum at regular shareholder 

meetings.
135

 Thus, Bonooru‟s representatives cannot form quorum on their own. Even if 

quorum was present, only another 39% of the remaining 62% shares would be necessary 

to bar Bonooru‟s representative from being in the majority. Bonooru simply had no actual 

or effective control over Vemma, neither of which can be assimilated to Bonooru qua 

State. 

 Unsurprisingly, precedent is to this effect. The tribunal in Tatneft v. Ukraine held that the 82.

State 36% shareholding in the company and it having a “golden share” that gave the State 

special veto rights were insufficient to show such government control over Vemma as 

would render Vemma‟s activities governmental.
136

 

 On the functional front, this test looks to the role and functions of the enterprise and 83.

simply asks whether they are commercial or governmental.
137

 To this end, the focus is on 

the nature of the activities, not on their purpose.
138

  

 The tribunal in Jan the Nul v. Egypt concluded that it is not the “service public” element 84.

what matters “but the use of „prérogatives de puissance publique‟ or governmental 

authority”.
139

 It is not the general purpose or interest served – feeding the hungry, 

transporting passengers, clothing the population – but the powers exercised by the 

enterprise in carrying out its activities.
140

 The question is simply whether the enterprise is 

an “agent of the government or is discharging an essentially governmental function”.
141

 

Furthermore, whether the activities are profitable or not is irrelevant to find if an 

enterprise is exercising governmental authority.
142
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 Indeed, the CEPTA in its Art.9(13) provides examples of governmental activities: “power 85.

to expropriate, grant license, approve commercial transactions or impose quotas, fees or 

other charges”.
143

 These illustrate the distinction between governmental and commercial 

activities, even if Art.9(13) has no direct bearing here.  

 The functional test is preferred because structural control or ownership has been found not 86.

decisive for conflating the enterprise with the State if its activities are by nature essentially 

commercial and not governmental.
144

 Contrariwise, a private profit-making company 

performing functions which are by nature governmental will be regarded as an organ of 

the State liable, for example, to trigger the responsibility of the latter.
145

 

 Nothing in the record here shows that Vemma, in acquiring Caeli, was acting as an agent 87.

of the Bonooru‟s government or under its direction but proves that it won an open tender 

in competition with other three companies for a majority stake in Caeli.
146

 Its bid was 

selected on its commercial merits, and Vemma proposed the most financially attractive 

business model for Caeli.
147

 In fact, by 2016 Vemma had turned Caeli in the only 

consistent profitable carrier on over half the routes to and from Phenac International 

Airport.
148

 All these were commercial, not governmental, activities. 

 Although it may argue that Vemma‟s activities are governmental,
149

 Respondent never 88.

sought a solution of the dispute with Vemma through diplomatic or State-to-State 

channels, which would have been plainly called for Mekar genuinely believed that 

Vemma was part of the Bonooru State. On the contrary, it started an eminently 

commercial and private action in its territory against Caeli, acknowledging thus the non-

governmental nature of Vemma‟s activities through Caeli.
150

  

 Respondent‟s attitude towards the nature of Vemma‟s activities is also confirmed by the 89.

dispute settlement mechanism agreed by Vemma and Mekar Airservices in their Share 

Purchase agreement for Caeli. Its Art.48 provides for commercial arbitration administered 
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by the SCC for dispute settlement of claims arising out or in connection of that 

agreement.
151

 Respondent thus explicitly consented to commercial arbitration, making 

absolutely no mention of any other dispute resolution mechanism appropriate to address 

State-to-State disputes. This proves that Respondent always acknowledged Vemma‟s 

activities as commercial rather than governmental.  

 In conclusion, no fact in this record or plausible legal test allows us to conclude that 90.

Vemma engaged in governmental functions in Mekar. Consequently, the present case 

constitutes a dispute between a State and a national of another State pursuant Art.2 of the 

ICSID-AF Rules. Jurisdiction is plainly present. 
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PART II: LIABILITY 

 Vemma invested in Caeli on the reasonable understanding that the Mekari legal 92.

framework would grant fair and equitable treatment to its investment.
152

 However, Mekari 

authorities, including the CCM, foisted on Caeli measures that prejudiced Vemma‟s 

investment. Mekar thus breached the FET standard granted by Art. 9(9) of the CEPTA, in 

breach of due process and in an unfair, inconsistent, disproportionate, arbitrary, and 

unreasonable manner, ultimately eviscerating the value of Vemma‟s investment, for which 

Respondent is liable.  

I. RESPONDENT BREACHED ART. 9(9) OF THE CEPTA BY DENYING FET TO 

VEMMA AND ITS INVESTMENT 

 Art.9(9) of the CEPTA provides that Respondent should accord Vemma FET as follows: 93.

“Minimum Standard of Treatment 

1. Each Party shall accord in its territory to covered investments of the 

other Party and to investors with respect to their covered investments fair 

and equitable treatment (…). 

2. A Party breaches the obligation of fair and equitable treatment 

referenced in paragraph 1 if a measure or measures constitutes: 

(a) denial of justice in criminal, civil or administrative proceedings; 

(b) fundamental breach of due process, including a fundamental breach 

of transparency, in judicial and administrative proceedings; 

(c) arbitrary or discriminatory conduct; 

(d) abusive treatment of investors, such as coercion, duress, and 

harassment; 

(e) a breach of any further elements of the fair and equitable treatment 

obligation adopted by the Parties in accordance with Article 9.22. 

3.When applying the above fair and equitable treatment obligation, a 

Tribunal may consider whether a Party made a specific representation to an 

investor to induce a covered investment, that created a legitimate 

expectation, and upon which the investor relied in deciding to make or 

                                                 
152
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maintain the covered investment, but that the Party subsequently frustrated 

(…)”.
 153  

 

 Although Art. 9(9) of the CEPTA is titled “Minimum Standard of Treatment”,
154

 the 94.

provision does not refer to the minimum standard of treatment under customary 

international law.
155

 In the absence of an explicit indication to the contrary, the “minimum 

standard” of which CEPTA speaks in Art. 9 are those provided in CEPTA, not in 

international law. See Rusoro v. Venezuela.
 156

 

 In any event, as held by the El Paso v. Argentina tribunal, the discussion should focus on 95.

the specific scope of protection afforded by the FET/minimum standard of treatment 

rather than on comparing both standards in a vacuum.
 157

 

 Respondent acted in an arbitrary and unreasonable manner A.

 The FET standard protects investors from arbitrary, unreasonable, or capricious conduct. 96.

As stated by the ICJ in the ELSI decision, arbitrariness is “a wilful disregard of due 

process of law, an act which shocks, or at least surprises, a sense of juridical 

propriety”.
158

  

 Measures are arbitrary when they “[inflict] damage on the investor without serving any 97.

apparent legitimate purpose”, “[are] not based on legal standards but on discretion, 

prejudice or personal preference”, “[are] taken for reasons that are different from those put 

forward by the decision maker” or “[are] in wilful disregard of due process and proper 

procedure”.
159

 

 Moreover, “confusion and lack of clarity” in the actions of an administrative agency may 98.

“[result] in some form of arbitrariness, even if not intended” by it.
160

 It follows that 

measures may be arbitrary even if not adopted in bad faith.
161
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 Measures are also arbitrary when they affect protected foreign investments “without 99.

engaging in a rational decision-making process” or when the State “fails to base its 

actions on reasoned judgment”.
 162

 See BG v. Argentina (motives for misconduct are 

irrelevant).
163

 

 Here, as explained before, the CCM initiated its First Investigation into Caeli to determine 100.

whether the airline had adopted predatory pricing strategies.
164

 However, the investigation 

was illegal. 

 Pursuant to the MRPT Act, the CCM may initiate a suo moto investigation into behaviour 101.

it deems anti-competitive only if (a) a corporation obtains a market share greater than 

50%, (b) poses a unique threat to the competition in a particular market, and (c) there is 

evidence the corporation has, or is likely to, push competitors out of the market.
165

 

 The record does not come close to showing that items (b) and (c) were met, and item (a), 102.

as discussed above, was “met” solely on the basis of a manufactured market definition 

artfully chosen so as to be able to charge Vemma with having breached the 50% 

threshold.  

 Indeed, as regards the first requirement, i.e. that a corporation must have a market share 103.

greater than 50%, by the time of the First Investigation, Caeli only had a 43% market 

share in Mekar.
166

 As noted, to reach the 50% threshold, the CCM conveniently combined 

the market share of Caeli with that of its Moon Alliance partner, Royal Narnian.
167

 This, 

in clear disregard of the black letter of the MRPT Act, providing that the market share to 

be considered is that of “a corporation”, meaning a single company – the target of the 

investigation – and not a conveniently chosen group.  

                                                                                                                                                         
161
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 Further, the CCM has the discretion to investigate a corporation that owns a lower market 104.

share than 50% only if a particular industry requires “special attention”, a circumstance 

that the CCM chose not to explain, demonstrate, or trigger.
168

 

 As to the third requirement, i.e. that there must be evidence that the corporation either has, 105.

or is likely to, push competitors out of the market, the CCM cites the subsidies Vemma 

received under the Horizon 2020 program as the conduct that could have pushed Caeli‟s 

competitors out of the market.
169

  

 Even if we entertain Respondent‟s argument regarding Vemma using its foreign (i.e., 106.

Bonooru) subsidies to establish a predatory pricing strategy, the timing between the 

release of the White Paper that warned of this possibility (see facts above) and the start of 

the First Investigation shows that Vemma was the intended target of the White Paper. It 

was no coincidence that a sudden change in the MRTP Act‟s interpretation was followed 

shortly after by the First Investigation. By June 2016, Caeli became the only consistently 

profitable carrier on over half the routes to and from its base airport, Phenac 

International.
170

 The notion that foreing subsidies would trigger predatory pricing by 

Vemma was only an excuse for Respondent to initiate an unjustified investigation against 

Caeli. 

 All this entirely aside from the failure of the record to contain any facts that support the 107.

underlying premise on which the investigations were based – i.e., that predatory pricing 

was afoot or that Caeli entertained any intention of, or in fact did, chase any competitor 

from the market.  

 Finally, the CCM‟s refusal to remove the “interim” airfare caps imposed on Caeli was 108.

arbitrary as well. 

 The caps could have been reasonable when they were first imposed,
171

 but they could not 109.

have remained in place once the currency crisis ensued in Mekar.
172

 But the CCM 

continued to maintain for years the supposedly “interim” measures. Many airlines, Caeli 

included, successfully requested the Secretary of Civil Aviation‟s permission to 
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denominate airfares in US Dollars instead of the MON until the crisis abated.
173

 Yet only 

three months later, Mekar‟s new government required all companies to offer their 

products and services exclusively in MON, rendering them pretty to the MON‟s continued 

devaluation.
174

 

 Again, Caeli requested the CCM to remove the interim caps, as an increase was 110.

imperative with ticket prices being now quoted in a devalued MON. This sensible request 

was, again, denied.
175

 The caps were pegged to Mekar‟s official inflation rate, which was 

calculated yearly and thus failed to keep up with the real inflation rates.
176

 

 Chapter III of the MRTP Act also establishes in its Art. 4(e) that the interim measures for 111.

preventive purposes “shall apply for a specified period of time and may be renewed 

insofar this is necessary and proportionate”.
177

 The CCM denied Caeli‟s request to 

remove the interim airfare caps, even when these caps undoubtedly became unnecessary 

and disproportionate considering Mekar‟s worsening economic situation, and despite the 

clear mandate in the provision cited above that the interim measure levelled against Caeli 

be altered on the undisputed facts described here.  

 In December 2016, the CCM even launched the Second Investigation when a consortium 112.

of small regional airlines, led by one of their Mekari members, complained about alleging 

price undercutting on certain routes to and from Phenac International Airport by Caeli.
178

 

A basic tenet of antitrust law is that it is intended to protect consumers or competition, not 

competitors. Competitors complaining about competitive price reductions eating into their 

profits or market share is common occurrence. The record shows nothing from which to 

infer that Caeli was doing anything but competing on price on those routes.  

 By the end of August 2018, the CCM concluded the First Investigation and imposed a 113.

total penalty of MON150 million on Caeli, while also deciding to keep the airline caps in 

place until the resolution of the Second Investigation.
179

 Caeli sought judicial review of 
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the CCM‟s airfare caps while also trying to secure meetings with the CCM to delay 

imposition of the fines.
180

 Both attempts were unsuccessful. 

 In January 2019, when the Second Investigation concluded, the CCM imposed a MON200 114.

million fine on Caeli and kept the airfare caps on Caeli. The CCM found that Caeli had 

abused its dominant position to extract privileges in airport service fees from Phenac 

International Airport and eventually pushing other competitors off the market regarding 

routes to and from the airport.
181

 But these privileges were part of the privatization 

package the CCM approved in March 2011,
182

 which were further confirmed by the Share 

Purchase Agreement entered into that same month with the Mekari State.
183

 That is, 

Mekar lured Vemma into buying Caeli by offering certain airport privileges to later punish 

it for exercising those very privileges. There is clearly no consistency in the Mekari 

government action.  

 Remarkably, the conclusion was simply a basis to fine Caeli. The CCM could have chosen 115.

to impose “behavioural or structural remedies (…) to bring the infringement effectively to 

an end” as proposed by Art.4(d) of Chapter III of the MRTP Act, but did not do so. 

Further, Caeli did not enjoy dominance nor was it in direct competition with small 

regional airlines on short-distance routes, as it was also competing with other means of 

transport such as trains, buses, or cars.
184

  

 Vemma thus submits that the consequences of the Second Investigation were unfair and 116.

arbitrary, as well as purely discretionary, because they inflicted serious damage on 

Vemma‟s investment without serving any legitimate or even explained purpose. 

 In addition, after remaining in force for more than three years, the airfare caps could 117.

hardly be considered an interim measure justified by urgent or exigent circumstances. 

They continued to be in place until the CCM lifted them in October 2019, three years after 

they were first put in place, and then only when Caeli‟s operations were generating losses 
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in most routes
 
and its economic and financial situation in ruins, as Respondent likely 

intended.
185

  

 The facts recounted above justify a finding that FET was denied to Vemma through the 118.

imposition of arbitrary measures. 

 Respondent also discriminated Vemma B.

 Respondent‟s refusal of subsidies to Caeli, and only to Caeli, through Executive Order 9-119.

2018 constituted discriminatory conduct.
186

 See also Saluka. 
187

 

 The record is still “waiting” for a reasonable justification for such disparate treatment or a 120.

plausible argument why Caeli was dissimilar to its competitors in respect of these 

subsidies. In Saluka, Czechia accorded differential treatment without a reasonable 

justification to IPB (a bank), by excluding IPB from financial assistance and later failing 

to treat it as it had done with other four large banks.
188

 This was held to be discriminatory. 

 As mentioned before, in the context of a deteriorating economic situation, Mekar adopted 121.

Executive Order 9-2018, granting subsidies to airlines for each Mekari citizen travelling 

on board, vesting discretion to the Secretary of Civil Aviation regarding the grant of 

subsidies.
189

  

 While Respondent subsidized all but two of all airlines providing services in Mekar, 
190

 it 122.

denied subsidies to Larry Air and Caeli.
191

 This is particularly ironic as Mekar‟s antitrust 

authorities fastened on the general subsidies granted by Bonooru (to promote tourism in 

Bonooru) to justify their investigation of Caeli for supposed predatory conduct. 

 The Secretary of Civil Aviation did not indicate the reasons for the disparate treatment on 123.

the question of subsidies.
192

 However, in an interview, Mekar‟s deputy Minister of 
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Transportation suggested that the reason for differential treatment was that Larry Air and 

Caeli were State-owned companies – even that excuse falls flat on its face.
193

 Larry Air 

was a wholly government owned airline, but Caeli was essentially private with Mekar 

owning only a non-controlling 15% stake. 

 Caeli was akin to Star Wings and JetGreen as both airlines were owned by foreign holding 124.

groups.
194

 In addition, these two airlines had received subsidies from their home state even 

greater than the ones Vemma received from Bonooru under the Horizon 2020 

programme.
195

 So much for “justification”. 

 In short, the refusal by Mekar to offer subsidies to Caeli was plainly discriminatory and in 125.

breach of Art. 9(9) of the CEPTA. 

 Respondent breached the FET standard by denying justice to Vemma C.

 The prohibition to deny justice is part of customary international law, as explained by the 126.

tribunal in Flughafen Zurich v. Venezuela.
196

  

 Dan Cake v. Hungary explained that the jurisprudence has used expressions such as 127.

“administer[ing] justice in a seriously inadequate way”; “[a decision] clearly improper 

and discreditable”; and “[m]anifest injustice in the sense of a lack of due process leading 

to an outcome which offends a sense of judicial propriety” to characterize the denial of 

justice standard.
197

 The Mondev v. Unites States tribunal also held that the definition of 

arbitrariness adopted by the ICJ in ELSI was also useful in the context of denial of 

justice.
198

 

 Thus, for example, serious violations of due process principles, blatantly arbitrary and 128.

unjustified decisions, unreasonably long delays in providing a decision in a judicial 

process, or the impossibility for the investor to access the courts to defend his rights, 

constitute examples of denial of justice.
199
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 Celerity also plays a key role in denial of justice.
200

 In Chevron v Ecuador, the tribunal 129.

found that the enforcement of rights cannot be subject to indefinite or undue delay to be 

effective.
201

 Indeed, systemic extensive delays in the host State‟s legal system constitutes 

a breach of the effective means standard.
202

 

 Caeli filed a complaint with Mekar‟s High Court seeking judicial review of the CCM‟s 130.

airfare caps, registered on 27 March 2018.
203

 While Caeli urged for an immediate hearing, 

stressing the dire financial situation it was facing and the continual devaluation of the 

MON, its request was rejected by the Court Registrar, excusing his rejection on lack of 

resources and criminal matters taking priority.204 It took until April 2019, one year later, 

for the Mekari High Court to schedule a hearing in this regard.
205 

 On 15 June 2019, the High Court declined to lift the airfare caps
206

 and dismissed the 131.

merits of the case against caps.
207

 Caeli had no further appeal.
208

 In effect, Caeli never had 

an actual opportunity, much less an effective one, timely to make its case. 

 Respondent frustrated Claimant’s legitimate expectations  D.

 Article 9(9)(3) of the CEPTA expressly protects investors‟ legitimate expectations as 132.

follows:  

“When applying the above fair and equitable treatment obligation, a 

Tribunal may consider whether a Party made a specific representation to 

an investor to induce a covered investment, that created a legitimate 

expectation, and upon which the investor relied in deciding to make or 

maintain the covered investment, but that the Party subsequently 

frustrated.”
209
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 Tribunals have held that expectations are “undoubtedly” legitimate and thus subject to 133.

protection where “the host State has explicitly assumed a specific legal obligation for the 

future, such as by contracts, concessions or stabilization clauses on which the investor is 

therefore entitled to rely as a matter of law”.
210

 

 The tribunal in Lemire v. Ukraine further observed that tribunals applying the FET 134.

standard have recognized that legitimate expectations “can be defined on a general and on 

a specific level”.
211

 Thus, in addition to specific expectations such as those arising from a 

contract with an organ of a State, investors may legitimately expect a host State not to so 

radically alter the regulatory or legal regime as to denude the investment of real value or 

future.
212

  

 We do not suggest that investors are entitled to expect that a country‟s regulatory regime 135.

will be consigned to stasis.
213

 Nonetheless, all protected investors are entitled expect that 

the State will not alter the business and regulatory environment existing at the time of 

investment so radically as to strip the business or investment of value and viability. If that 

legitimate expectation is violated, the State is liable for compensation.
214

  

 There is ample precedent that a host State‟s legal framework at the time of the investment 136.

is critical to an investor‟s decision to invest.
215

 As noted, that regime itself generates 

legitimate expectations of reasonable stability.
216

 And the FET standard protects the 

stability of the fundamental features of the legal regime investors relied upon to make 

their investments.
217

   

 Here, Mekar dismantled the legal framework existing at the time of Vemma‟s investment. 137.

This, in complete disregard of the numerous statements and representations conducted by 

its officials. While Vemma invested in Mekar in 2011, the series of acts of Mekar that 

created the legitimate expectations on Vemma date back to 2003. 
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 To inspire investor confidence, the recently elected legislature amended Mekar‟s MRTP 138.

Act in 2009 and created the CCM for it to function as an autonomous body independent of 

government influence.
218

 

 Respondent deemed the privatisation of a decrepit Caeli to remove it from a ruinous 139.

government mismanagement a top priority in the new cabinet‟s agenda and a decree to 

that effect was enacted in January 2010.
219

 Plainly, Mekar wanted very much to be rid of 

Caeli and so structured the public bid as to make sure that, as happened here, at least a 

majority and controlling share ended in private hands. See discussion of facts, above. 

 Vemma US$800 million winning bid was accepted with strong support from the 140.

Chairperson of Mekar‟s Committee on Reform of Public Utilities who claimed it would 

positively impact future Bonooru-Mekar investment prospects.
220

  

 The sense of stability and good will was further supported by the wording of the preamble 141.

of the 1994 Bonooru-Mekar BIT, then in force, which stated both States‟ intentions to 

“create favorable conditions for investments” and that the signature of that treaty between 

the two States “is likely to promote investment, [to] encourage industrial and financial 

enterprise”.
221

  

 However, Vemma‟s these legitimate expectations frustrated by the Respondent‟s conduct 142.

outlined above, each of which independently denied FET and collectively breached the 

reasonable expectations of a favourable legal regime that led Vemma to invest in Mekar. 

This, in and of itself, entitles Vemma to full compensation for the damages suffered at the 

hands of Respondent. 
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PART III: DAMAGES 

I. CLAIMANT IS ENTITLED TO COMPENSATION IN THE AMOUNT OF US$700 

MILLION 

 Art. 9(21) of the CEPTA provides: 143.

“Final Award  

1. Where a tribunal makes a final award against a respondent, the 

tribunal may award, separately or in combination:  

(a) monetary damages at a market value, except as otherwise provided 

for in Article 9.12 (…)”.
222

 (Emphasis added) 

 Market value is the price at which well-informed buyers and sellers under no compulsion 144.

to buy or sell would have been willing to exchange an asset.
223

 Tecmed v. Mexico defines 

market value for purposes of the treaty as the fair value of the transaction on an arms‟ 

length basis, where both parties to the transaction have knowledge of the applicable 

circumstances.
224

  

 Respondent may contend that there is a material distinction between FMV and MV, and 145.

that it already paid the MV for Vemma‟s investment by purchasing its 85% stake in Caeli 

Airways for US$400 million. However, Respondent was able to repurchase Caeli for 

US$400 million only because it inflicted such severe harm on Caeli as to lower its value 

from US$1.1 billion virtually to 1/3
rd

 of that amount. No matter how we define MV, no 

sensible rule of law would entertain Respondent's arguments that it already paid what 

CEPTA demands.
225

Put simply, Vemma is due the value of 85% of Caeli disregarding the 

diminution in value foisted on Caeli by Respondent‟s misconduct. 

 The debate about the distinction between “market price”, “just price”, “fair market price” 146.

and other similar terms results in an immaterial distinction. In Devas v. India, the tribunal 

concluded that the debate over the difference between MV and FMV was purely 
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academic.
226

 The question is one of facts and circumstances within the terms of the 

CEPTA.  

 Leaving expropriation aside, FET breaches have been held to entitle the claimant to 147.

compensation for the decrease of FMV caused by the illegal measures.
227

 

 This is a renowned principle of compensation well known to all sensible legal systems and 148.

international law as well: place the injured party in the position it would have been but for 

the breach. Or re-establish the status quo ante that would likely have existed but for the 

wrongful acts.
228

  

 The record here shows that the value of Vemma‟s investment before Respondent‟s illegal 149.

measures amounted to 1.1 billion USD. After Mekar unleashed the series of misconduct 

outlined above, Caeli‟s value had dropped to the US$400 million, at which Mekar was 

able to repurchase the airline. Therefore, Vemma should be compensated for the 

difference, US$700 million. These figures account for the 15% stake in Caeli that Mekar 

retained through Mekar Airservices. Mekar repurchased the 85% stake held by Vemma, 

valued at US$1.1 billion, for barely US$400 million.  

 Vemma had turned Caeli into a successful business. In March 2011, Vemma paid US$800 150.

million for the acquisition of an 85% stake in Caeli, thus constituting Vemma‟s 

investment.
229

 Vemma gained access to existing discounts on airport services and 

navigations fees Caeli enjoyed at Phenac International Airport and twelve relatively young 

A340 aircrafts.
230

  

 After only three years under Vemma‟s management, Caeli carried approximately 35% of 151.

Mekar‟s domestic passenger traffic, added 20 new destinations,
231

 refinanced Caeli‟s 

debts
232

 and had become the only consistently profitable carrier on over half the routes to 

and from Phenac International Airport.
233

 By 2015, Caeli had expanded its fleet by sixty-
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eight aircrafts.
234

 Caeli shored up even greater profits as fuel prices continued to decline 

after crashing to a five-year low.
235

  

 Just before Respondent‟s measures began to diminish the value of Vemma‟s investment, 152.

in November 2016, Caeli reached a valuation of US$1.1 billion, which was confirmed 

later that month by the leading international quarterly, Aviation Analytics.
236

 

 As the Tribunal will commission an independent expert to value the investment,
237

 the 153.

quantification of the amount will not be discussed.  

 In any event, even if there is a distinction between FMV and MV, Vemma would still be 154.

entitled to the FMV under the MFN clause provided in Art. 9(7) of the CEPTA
238

 

according to which Vemma is entitled to “import” into CEPTA any more favourable 

benefit Mekar may have granted to investors of other States.
239

 

 For example, Art. 13 of the Arrakis-Mekar BIT provides compensation at the “fair market 155.

value of the investment immediately on the day before the measures (...)”.
240

 Under the 

MFN clause in Art. 9(7) of CEPTA that standard of compensation in Art. 13 of the 

Arrakis-Mekar BIT may be imported into CEPTA and, therefore, putting the distinction 

(if there is one) between MFV and MV finally to rest. 

 Respondent may contend that the standard of compensation is “procedural” and therefore 156.

not subject to the MFN clause provided by the CEPTA. However, while substantive 

provisions guarantee the standard of treatment due to investors and their investments; 

procedural provisions simply outline the means to enforce such protections.
241

  

 CME v. Czechia is illustrative. It held that the applicable compensation standard in that 157.

case could be found by consulting the relevant MFN clause set out in Art. 3(5) of the 

Czech Republic-Netherlands BIT. Thus, the tribunal turned to the Czech Republic-United 

States BIT, which provided that compensation would be equivalent to the FMV of the 
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expropriated investment immediately before the expropriation happened. Thus, it 

concluded that the Czech Republic was obligated to provide no less than “fair market 

value” to CME in respect of its investment.
242

 

 Such application of MFN clauses is by now almost routine, covering dispute settlement 158.

clause, standards of treatment, and standards of compensation more favourable to the 

investor.
243

 Therefore, under the MFN clause in the CEPTA (importing Art. 13 of the 

Arrakis-Mekar BIT), the Tribunal is invited to conclude that the Respondent owes the 

FMV of Vemma‟s investment before that value was demolished by Respondent‟s 

misconduct. 

 Respondent may seek to hide behind “contributory fault” to reduce its exposure to 159.

damages. It may also adduce a “state of necessity” due to the ongoing economic crisis in 

Mekar. However, such arguments have no merit. 

 Regarding contributory fault, according to Art.39 of the ILC Commentary, it must involve 160.

wilful or negligent conduct by the investor. Further, there must be a causal link between 

any such wilful lack of due care and the damage to which such absence of due care 

contributed.
244

 And this contribution must also be material and significant.
245

 

 Vemma always conducted its business diligently and according to its extensive experience 161.

in the aviation industry. Even as Respondent dismantled the legal regime existing at the 

time of Vemma‟s investment, Vemma sought to protect its investment while complying 

with existing regulatory requirements. Therefore, no contributory fault against Vemma 

can be alleged in this case. 

 As to the supposed “state of necessity”, this too is meritless.  162.

 Art.25 of the ILC Articles imposes strict conditions for invoking a state of necessity.
246

 163.

Several tribunals have held that the conditions in Art.25 of the ILC Articles are 
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cumulative.
247

 None of the measures which underlie this case is remotely connected to any 

of these standards. 

 The AWG v. Argentina tribunal, when deciding a case related to the 2001 Argentina crisis, 164.

held that regardless the severity of a crisis, it is insufficient to relieve a State of its treaty 

obligations.
248

 Whatever the economic conditions may have been in Mekar, none of the 

misconduct it directed at Caeli was based on “necessity” prevailing in the country. The 

airfare caps did not work to stem inflation – they only served to destroy Caeli‟s financial 

condition. The massive fines levelled against Caeli were not caused by any “necessity” – 

they were arbitrary measures dictated by a misdirected antitrust authority. And the court‟s 

indifference when dealing with Caeli‟s requests for relief surely was not triggered by an 

economic “state of emergency”. None of the measure challenged here can legitimately be 

traced to any state of emergency in Mekar, unlike the events occurring in Argentina in the 

early 2000s. 

 Further, the most cited reasons for the devaluation of the MON and subsequent Mekari 165.

currency crisis included shaky investor sentiment because of State interference with the 

central bank and high foreign-currency debt.
249

 This resulted in Mekar running deficits in 

both its fiscal and currency account.
250

 How precisely these macroeconomic problems 

were diminished or ameliorated by the misconduct visited on Caeli is unexplainable and 

unexplained on this record. 

 Therefore, the compensation awarded should not consider any fault of the Vemma or any 166.

crisis suffered and caused by Respondent. 
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PART IV: AMICUS CURIAE 

 To assess the admission of the amicus submissions, we call the Tribunal‟s attention to 167.

Arts. 9(19) of the CEPTA; 41(3) of the ICSID-AF Rules and 4(3) of the Transparency 

Rules on which Respondent expressly relied. Proposed amici, must meet the following 

requirements to be admitted: 

a) provide a distinct perspective of the legal or factual issues than the one given by the 

parties;  

b)  address an issue within the scope of the dispute; and 

c) demonstrate a significant interest in the arbitration proceedings, not merely a general 

one.
251

 

d) Additionally, sound jurisprudence has held that they must be independent of the 

parties and not be enlisted as an “undisclosed agent” advancing one the parties‟ 

positions surreptitiously. 

 The Tribunal should reject the amicus submission by the External Advisors (I) and accept 168.

the amicus submission by the Consortium (179). 

I. THE TRIBUNAL SHOULD REJECT THE AMICUS SUBMISSION BY THE 

EXTERNAL-ADVISORS  

 In particular, the External Advisors lack independence (¡Error! No se encuentra el origen 169.

de la referencia.), additionally, their submission brings to the proceedings facts and issues 

outside of the scope of the dispute (170) and they do not have a significant interest in this 

arbitration (173). 

 The External Advisors are not independent; in fact, they are undisclosed agents A.

of Respondent  

 The arbitrators must ensure that the submission of amici filings not cause any detriment to 170.

the parties or the proceedings.
252

 The Transparency Rules and the Transparency Report 
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bestow on arbitral tribunals inherent authority to condition submissions
253

 such as 

independence, expertise, and experience.
254

 

 Here, the lack of independence is evident. The External Advisors are not a mere advisor; 171.

they were hired by Respondent to be part of the privatization, liquidation and restructuring 

of Caeli. The External Advisors are really the Respondent‟s agent rather than an amicus of 

the tribunal.
255

 In fact, the External Advisors were responsible for Vemma‟s acquisition of 

Caeli as participant in the deliberations of the Committee that approved Caeli‟s sale to 

Vemma.256 For that reason alone, they are light years away from being independent from 

Respondent. 

 The External Advisors have already done most of the damage they intended to inflict on 172.

Vemma by disseminating unexplained and unproven charges of corruption; they should 

not be allowed to compound it by being allowed to appear here as amici. Absence of 

independence dooms their appearance on that ground alone.  

 The issue of the legality of the investment addressed in the External Advisors’ B.

submission falls outside the scope of the present dispute  

 The amicus may not change the dispute subject to arbitration.
257

 The tribunal in UPS v. 173.

Canada explained that amici cannot alter the subject of the arbitration.
258

 Rather, it must 

assist the tribunal in resolving the dispute already submitted by the parties.
259

 

 The External Advisors seek to do what they are barred from doing.  174.

 There is no suggestion that the Parties have consented to debate the issue of the legality of 175.

the investment at stake, which appears to be the subject of the charges of “corruption” the 

External Advisors wishes to address.
260

 Neither party has even mentioned “illegality” as a 

matter submitted to this arbitration.  
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 Indeed, legality is not recognized in the CEPTA as a requirement for the vindication of 176.

harm done to a protected investment. Many tribunals rejected “legality” as an implicit 

prerequisite for protecting an investment under a treaty where no such condition was 

expressly provided in its text.
261

 

 Ironically, UPS v. Canada specifically noted that it is not suitable for applicants to file 177.

submissions on questions of jurisdiction since it is up to respondents to submit 

jurisdictional matters.
262

 These are words tailor-made for this case as well.
 

 Simply put, the External Advisors seek to discuss the legality of Vemma‟s investment. 178.

This is outside the scope of this dispute. On that ground alone, External Advisors‟ 

proposed submission should be rejected.  

 The amicus does not have a significant interest in these proceedings C.

 The External Advisors do not satisfy the significant interest requirement either.
263

  179.

 For example, in Resolute Forest v. Canada the tribunal held that the amicus applicant‟s 180.

goal of maintaining respect for the rule of law, although admirable, did not qualify as 

significant interest.
264

 

 Here, the External Advisors concede that they had a mere general interest in promoting 181.

fair business practices in Mekar.
265

 On its face, this is insufficient; and, given the 

discussion of independence above, patently a subterfuge. Their main interest, as noted, is 

to assist Respondent in this dispute. 

 Indeed, the supposed corruption they wish to press happened a decade ago, as they 182.

themselves concede. They say that if the Tribunal does not address this “corruption”, there 

will be an (unexplained) impact on their financial operation. 
266

 It is strained to argue that 

after ten years the financial condition of the External Advisors is at risk if this Tribunal 

does not address the subject of a decade-old “corruption”. For a decade until the present 
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the alleged corruption was not significant enough for the External Advisors to have said 

anything about it. This is pure pretext. 

II. THIS TRIBUNAL SHOULD ACCEPT AMICUS SUBMISSION BY THE CONSORTIUM  

 The amicus submission by the Consortium meets the requirements of Arts. 9(19)(3) of the 183.

CEPTA, 41(3) of ICSID-AF Rules and 4(3) of the Transparency Rules and the 

requirement of independence. However, Vemma remains generally cautious about the 

burden amici may pose on investment arbitrations and is prepared to take no position in 

this matter, leaving it entirely to the Tribunal‟s discretion. 

A. The Consortium provides a distinct perspective of the legal or factual issues than 

the one given by the Parties 

 Many tribunals endorse the “distinct perspective” requirement.
267

 The question is what 184.

contribution of useful knowledge and expertise not otherwise available to the Tribunal can 

the amicus make.
268

 See Philip Morris v. Uruguay.
 269 

 Here, the Consortium represents firms and investors of different sizes that play varying 185.

roles in the Bonoori economy
270

 and is a national leader on international business.
271

 Thus, 

the Consortium could provide a wider and unbiased perspective about aviation in Bonooru 

and on the regulatory framework in which Vemma operates. 

B. The Consortium submission addresses an issue within the scope of the dispute 

 The Consortium proposes to address standing as an investor in the present proceeding. 186.

Almost by definition, this falls within the scope of the dispute. This is in fact an issue 

Respondent itself has raised, as it has challenged Vemma‟s standing here on grounds that 

Vemma is in fact indistinguishable from the Bonooru State. The Consortium may offer 

knowledge, expertise, and key information related to the regulatory framework in 
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Bonooru and the Greater Narnian Region.
272

 This may be needed fully to understand the 

lack of any relevant governmental connection between Vemma and Bonooru.  

C. The Consortium has a significant interest here  

 “Significant interest” refers to the impact which the outcome of the arbitration may have 187.

on the rights or principles that the amicus applicant has or defends. 
273

 

 The award this Tribunal may affect the understanding of who in Bonooru is a protected 188.

investor under CEPTA and may have therefore standing to vindicate rights before arbitral 

tribunals thereunder. The ruling will therefore directly affect the 38 members of the 

Consortium that currently hold investments in Respondent‟s territory and may in future 

assert claims under the CEPTA in arbitration.
274

  

D. The Consortium is independent of Vemma and Respondent  

  The Consortium is independent, as is understood in the Transparency Rules applicable to 189.

the present proceedings at the request of Respondent itself. We have already discussed 

“independence” in connection with Vemma‟s submission above that the External 

Advisors are text-book case of a “dependent” amicus. We will not repeat the discussion 

here. 

 In the disclosure of the Consortium‟s submission there appears no disabling affiliation 190.

with the disputing Parties.
275

 Nor is there on this record any fact directly or by implication 

suggesting any “dependence” by the Consortium from Vemma. Simply, Consortium 

meets the requirements for admission as an amicus in these proceedings. We invite the 

Tribunal to consider its future filing on the merits with great attention. 

 In any event, as noted above, Vemma would be pleased in the alternative to take no 191.

position regarding the admission of the Consortium as an amicus and leave the matter 

entirely to the sound discretion of this Tribunal. 
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PART V: PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 For the foregoing reasons, Claimant respectfully requests this Tribunal to:  192.

a) Declare that it has jurisdiction over the dispute;  

b) Declare that Respondent is liable for having breached Art. 9(9) of the CEPTA; and 

c) Order Respondent to pay damages under the fair market value standard to the 

Claimant, consequently no less than US$700 million. 

d) Reject the amicus submission by the External Advisors and accept the amicus 

submission by the Consortium. 

e) Order Respondent to pay all of the costs, attorneys‟ fees, and expenses of this 

arbitration, including Claimant‟s legal and expert fees, the fees and expenses of the 

Tribunal, and ICSID‟s other costs.  

 

 

Respectfully submitted on 16 September 2021 

by 

Team Dillard 

On behalf of Vemma Holdings Inc. 

 

 


